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Verizon Puts Netflix on 
Some Fios TV Boxes
Verizon CommuniCations appears to be the latest multichannel video program-
ming distributor to integrate netflix on its set-top boxes.

Per a support page posted online by Verizon, netflix has been integrated into three Fios 
tV set-top models: the iPC1100P2 and iPC1100P1 (client), and the Vms1100 digital 
video recorder. 

suggesting that this is a soft launch, Verizon hasn’t commented beyond what’s stated on 
the page, which notes that the integration includes a row dedicated to “my List” selections 
(broken down by genres such as comedies and dramas, though older devices may not have 
rows of movie categories).

integrating netflix and select other ott services on the set-top box has become a common practice for mVPDs as they 
look to keep pay tV subscribers engaged with their platforms and in their environments rather than having them toggle to 
a separate streaming player or the app store of a smart tV.

For more of this blog, go to broadcastingcable.com/Dec18.  

videophile 
Mobile video Quality varies by Market  
Mobile operators 
deliver HD-quality video 
(at resolutions of 720p 
or greater) about 69% 
of the time, Nielsen said, 
citing fresh data from a 
recently launched perfor-
mance testing platform 
for mobile video that 
centers on benchmarks 
such as resolution, time-
to-start and rebuffering.

based on 120,000 
tests conducted from 
september  to october, 
consumers in orlando , 
Fla.; portland, ore.; and 
seattle enjoyed the best 
video viewing experi-
ences, while those in salt 
lake City, las Vegas and 
Houston received HD video less often than the national average.

Nielsen’s first-quarter 2017 total audience report found that monthly U.s. video consumption on smartphones rose 
81.5% year-over-year — from 151 minutes in 2016 to 274 minutes in 2017. — Jeff baumgartner

“Because live 
video requires 

more bandwidth , a 
reliable connection 

and low latency, 
services like ours 
are particularly 

prone to throttling 
and unfair  

prioritization — 
policies that will no 
longer be prohibited  

if net neutrality  
protections  are 
rolled back.”  

— Andrew McCollum, CEO of Philo,  
a new entertainment-focused virtual 
MVPD service, in comments holding 

that network neutrality rules are 
needed to protect over-the-top 

content  companies. 

Tech TweeTS

“i find it ironic that for all those 
demanding ‘transparency’ when 
it comes to #NetNeutraility 
none of them are DeMaNDiNG 
that Netflix, Google, Comcast, 
Cogent, etc., all release to the 
public the data and info they 
are sharing behind closed doors 
with regulators and lawmakers.” 

— Dan Rayburn (@DanRayburn), executive VP of 
StreamingMedia.com and principal analyst with Frost & 
Sullivan, weighing in on the network neutrality debate. 
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NuMBer

2M 
the global installed unit 
base crossed recently 

by playstation Vr, 
sony’s virtual reality 

headset for ps4 gaming 
consoles. launched in 
the U.s. and Canada  
last fall, the psVr 

surpassed 1 million units 
shipped in June. 


